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About This Game

-Winner of Best Character from Adventuregamers.com as well as 10 of their Readers Choice awards including Best Story
and Best Adventure of 2014.

Tex Murphy wakes up – disoriented and head pounding – on the fire escape outside his office atop the Ritz Hotel. Another
typical morning for the last of the old-school detectives. Except it isn’t. What starts out as the worst hangover in history becomes

a baffling nightmare: something – or someone – has erased Tex’s memory of the past seven years. Motivated by lost love,
revenge and the world’s strongest coffee blend, Tex must retrace his own steps into a maze of unsolved murders, hidden agendas

and lost technologies of Nikola Tesla. Only by solving the mysteries of his past can Tex hope to regain his memory in time to
restore what’s been lost…and stop a terrifying future.

Tex Murphy will finally be back in 2014 after leaving loyal fans on a cliffhanger for almost 16 years, so come get acquainted in
a world filled with dangerous dames, morally ambiguous characters, and lots of mysteries to be solved.

Tesla Effect upgrades the classic Tex Murphy experience with HD live-action -- that's right, for those of you not old enough to
have played adventure games in the 90s, Tex Murphy embraces the lost art of green screen full-motion video as it interacts with

fully modeled 3D environments. Players will be challenged with logic puzzles, interactive dialogue, branching storylines, and
alternate endings.

Tesla Effect shines with an eclectic cast of actors, including:
•Todd Bridges (Willis from Diff'rent Strokes...ask someone older if you don't know what that is)

•June "TV's Greatest Mom" Lockhart (ask someone even older if you don't know who that is)
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•Larry "Soup Nazi" Thomas (you all have seen Seinfeld, right?)
•Kevin "Tom Servo" Murphy (Mystery Science Theater 3000)

•The original Tex himself, Chris Jones
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OS: 10.6.8

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 320 M
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This game being based off Advanced Wars, doesn't quite meet the expectation. Too many cut-scenes that nobody cares about
(literally nothing worth reading\/watching...guess that's why they have a skip option!) and the game-play is mediocre. I found the
game to be more of a nuisance to play, simply because I am being counter rated for my success in game. I should be finding a
way to have fun and not just get stars that don't unlock anything. Once the map got too big, this stopped being fun, since it was
more than painful enough on the short stages. I wish they did more with the game....it's so dry that if anyone else had played
Advanced Wars they would instantly be disappointed with this. Seems like the developers wanted to copy the game without
copying key concepts that made the original a success.. Edit:80% of this review is outdated,Game had been overwholed! It took
a year since I bought this but hey,it's indie.And I believe its core design is good enough to have some fan like me.Though it's
still early and would need some more tweak. I might see good time to rewrite this review as I play it & get updated farther.

It's very like hotline miami with space(except story and survival), nice concept and good gameplay.If you are a sci-fi fan and
interested in trailer, that won't go wrong.

However you'll be confused at starting, there's not much clear guidance of where to go.
 (Here I make quick tips. Yellow circle will take you to evac ship.later you can interact wreckage or planet to land and
explre.Don't forget saving inside ship with "I" and you need to hold right click to shoot your gun.)

ALSO I just saw some BUGS that can't be left unseen.(Error at loading save,shot gun with no damage,stucking enemy)

So I recommend this game but you'd hold your money atm, just some update and this game will be great.
If you going to try it on sale and expect refund, please don't do that, it's on very early stage at this point.

I'll notice on this review when it get fixed.. Heckabomb
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on.

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale
. This game is really bad!
Awful optimalization
My GPU is on max...
Laggy .... Chapter 2 in the Odyssey of Pep's mission to ♥♥♥♥ up Putt-Putt's life.. Fun, addictive game thats playable even if u
only have a short time to play.
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Fun little side game. Alien encounters are neat, combining elements is fun. Well worth the price.. The game is fun and has some
cool mechanics but it's only two levels at the moment. Definitely would not pay $20 for it in its current state, wait for a sale.
Worth it for under $5.. gta is 10/10!. Completely drawn by hand with coloured pencils - that's commitment! This Scribbly Rpg
Is packed full of witty humour, plenty of things to interact with, things to kill and quests to fulfil!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX_JqtcmV-o. Meh...it's ok. Bottom line, I took a chance... and well, not all that impressed
at first glance.
I get the point of this game (ie. patience to some degree and basically timing your moves); but for me, I just can't stand using a
keyboard for controls. I knew that going in with this game; but I'm a controller guy. It feels like less of a game to me having to
use a keyboard.
I have to say no on the recommendation unless you buy it now for the $4. Then maybe it's worth that.. Very small expansion (4
hours) with no major enhancements. Also play briefly as Gorn and Lester. Confusing trench maze in town.
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